
15-251: Great Theoretical Ideas In Computer Science

Recitation 12 Solutions

Can’t Halt, Won’t Halt

(a) Let S(n) be the maximum amount of steps taken by any program with at most n characters when
run on an empty input among all such program that halt on the empty input. S is known as the
busy-beaver function.

Show that if f : N→ N is a computable function, f(n) 6∈ Ω(S(n)).

Solution:
Suppose there were N , c such that, for all n > N , f(n) > cS(n). Then, for all programs P of length
greater than N , we could solve the empty-input halting problem just by checking whether P takes more
than f(n)

c steps to halt.

(b) For some alphabet Σ, a set L ⊆ Σ∗ is a recognizable language or semidecidable language iff
there is a program which accepts input I if I ∈ L, and rejects or loops forever otherwise.

Show that L is decidable iff L and L are both recognizable.

Solution:
Let M recognize L and N recognize L. We can decide L by constructing a third program which simulates
M and N in parallel (or alternates running steps of M ’s computation and steps of N ’s computation),
halts and accepts if the simulated version of M accepts, and halts and rejects if the simulated version
of N rejects.

(c) L is a recursively enumerable language (or r.e. language) if there is a program which outputs
a list of all elements.

Explain why L is recognizable iff L is recursively enumerable.

Solution:
Recognizable⇒ R.e.: Given a program M which recognizes L, we order all possible inputs, and then
construct a new program N which simulates M for one step on the first input, then simulates M for
one step on the first two inputs, then one step on the first 3 inputs, etc, and outputs an input whenever
a simulated copy of M accepts it.

R.e. ⇒ Recognizable: Given a program M which enumerates L, we can write a program N which
recognizes L simply by, for input I, running M , and then halting and accepting if I is ever outputted.

DFA Warmups

(a) If L1 and L2 are regular languages, is L1 ∩ L2 necessarily regular?

Solution:
Yes; just use the union construction from lecture, but make your final states the intersection of the
accept states instead of the union of the accept states.
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(b) If L is a regular language, is L̄ necessarily regular?

Solution:
Yes; just take the DFA that accepts L and switch all accept states to non-accept states and vice versa.

(c) If L1 ⊂ L2 and L2 is a regular language, is L1 necessarily regular? What if L1 is regular - does
this mean that L2 is necessarily regular?

Solution:
No. Let L1 = anbn, and let L2 = Σ∗. It is the case that L1 ⊂ L2 and Σ∗ is regular, but anbn is not
regular. For the other case, Let L2 = anbn, and let L1 = ∅. It is the case that L1 ⊂ L2 and L1 is
regular, but L2 is not regular.

(d) If L∗ is regular, is L necessarily regular?

Solution:
No. Let L = ax | x = 2n, n ∈ N. L is not regular, as we showed later on in recitation, but L∗ is
regular, as every number ≥ 1 can be expressed as a sum of powers of 2 and thus L∗ is the language of
non-empty strings of a’s, which a trivial machine can be constructed to accept.

(e) If L1 is not regular and L2 is not regular, can L1 ∪ L2 be regular? Can L1 ∩ L2?

Solution:
Yes. Let L1 be the language consisting of a power of 2 number of a’s from the solution to part d, and
L2 be its complement. L1 and L2 are not regular, but their union is a∗.
For intersection, consider L1 = anbn and L2 = bnan. Both are non-regular, but their intersection is the
language containing only the empty string, which is regular.

Here Comes a Regular

Are the following languages regular or not regular?

(a) {ax | x = 2n, n ∈ N}

Solution:
AFSOC we had a DFA M that accepted the language of strings of x a’s, where x is a power of 2. There
are infinitely many powers of 2 and M has finitely many states, so there must be two numbers i, j s.t.
i 6= j, and M is in the same state after seeing 2i a’s as it is after seeing 2j a’s. Assume WLOG i < j.
Then add 2i a’s on to both strings. We must be in the same state in M after seeing either 2i + 2i a’s
or 2j + 2i a’s, but we should accept 2i a’s followed by 2i a’s as 2i + 2i = 2i+1 and we should reject
2j a’s followed by 2i a’s, as 2j + 2i < 2 ∗ 2j = 2j+1 and is thus not a power of 2. We’ve reached a
contradiction, so this language is not regular.

(b) {x | x = 2n, n ∈ N}, where x is written in binary.

Solution:
If we input a number to our DFA in binary, this becomes testing if x has the form of a single 1 followed
by some number of 0s. We can clearly test this with a 3 state machine. First, we have our initial state
I that transitions to state F if we see a 0 and state A if we see a 1. Then, state A transitions to itself
if we see a 0, and state F if we see a 1. State F transitions to itself on all inputs. Only A is an accept
state, and we’ll only end in state A if our input started with a single 1 and then was all 0s.
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DFA/NFA

Consider Σ = (a, b), and take the language of words in Σ∗ that have an a third from the end. Create a
DFA and an NFA that accept this language.
Solution:

DFA: Create an automata with 8 states, one for every string of length 3 of a’s and b’s. Use this state
to keep track of the last 3 letters you’ve seen (for example, if we’re in state aba, and we see a b, we’ll
transition to state bab). Start out in state bbb to avoid any false positives, and make aaa, aab, aba,
abb our accept states. (It can be proven that 8 states is the minimum required in any DFA that accepts
this language).

NFA (image taken from notes for 15-354, a great class to take if you enjoy automata):
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